Bonnie – Emotional Support Animal and Mascot for Childre Chevrolet in North Carolina
Pit Bulls make extraordinary ESAs and Family Members. They are ingrained to place their masters. If they are
owned by loving gentle people then they will be loving and gentle. The reserve is also the case.
Bonnie was rescued by ARK, healed by FloridaWild Veterinary Hospital, then placed with a family as an
Emotional Support Animal for a young woman in need of a loyal friend and loving companion.
But Bonnie became more than an ESA. She would often accompany the owner’s mom to work at a car sales
business in DeLand FL. She was an immediate hit, respectful and obedient. Everyone loved her and the
company was planning to do a fundraiser for ARK with big advertisements for their company. Alas, the owner’s
mom got a promotion and the family moved to North Carolina.
Bonnie simply took up her role there as well. From the owner’s mom: “When we come in in the morning or
after lunch Bonnie first has to go to every employee and check in with them, starting with everyone in the
showroom then to the office ladies then to parts and service. She visits the detail department only if they are
away from the water hose. Lol!”
“Now if customers or co-workers bring their kids she gets very serious. Apparently, no one knows how to
raise kids but Bonnie – so she thinks. It's hilarious.”
“Bonnie has made a meaning difference in our lives, my daughter doing so much better thanks to her.”
It took quite a while to find someone willing to adopt a pit. I believe God had His hand in this fortunate find for
the family as well as Bonnie. It was love at first sight. If you think pit bulls are bad – take a look at the photos
below. (Written by Maggi Hall. Contact maggihall14@gmail.com if you’re interested in adopting an ESA.)

Her special jacket when she gets cold while at work

Taking a few breaks in the showroom – then a much needed nap!

